Testimonials

Please tell museum people tour exceeds my expectation Well done The tour guide loves working with
us Because we are all so eager to learn She is doing extra for us like took us to concert in a church
one night She is smart,personable,and caring Well done Museum Folk! Sent from my iPhone
aarridge@gmail.com -

Good morning Rimas! We are back in town! Just want to drop a quick line to say thank you for
everything! Cheers! Sent from my iPhone
Amy Barnes -

We enjoyed this holiday very much and would strongly recommend it to others - also learning about
the very interesting history of this part of Europe. Please pass our thanks to our guide Lamije and
our driver Yanni. With best regards,
Derek Hawkins -

Rimas, The trip was amazing. Not one detail was dropped anywhere along the way and, Petras, of
course, was excellent!!!! Thank you for facilitating an amazing roots experience.
Sandy Spalt Fulte -

Our trip has been great......every thing working like clock work. There was a delay leaving JFK due
to thunder storms in the area but departure , arrival , connections all worked out. Giedrius is
excellent...we had dinner last night at Gabi's. I had the Cold beetroot soup with hot potatoes and
Zeppelins which were wonderful. Almost like grandma's because nothing can ever be as good as
grandma's! The hotel is very nice.....and when we came in from airport yesterday i had porridge with
blue berries that was wonderful. The key word here is wonderful. Today is a walking day and we are
ready! Thank you so much for all your work on our behalf.
Diana Gerbauckas -

Thank you Rita for the excellent service. Mike and I enjoyed an amazing tour with the highest quality

people. I truly appreciated how thoughtful and careful the tour guides and drivers were. Everyone
was 100% reliable and very nice. Thank you especially for the flexibility. I know so little about Latvia
and Lithuania before I went there that I couldn't say specifically what we needed to see. As we
traveled it became clearer what the priorities were. The guides were so helpful in showing us things
and explaining The complicated history. The hotels were excellent. Thank you especially for the
Palanga portion which was a great and happy surprise for us. It was relaxing and beautiful and we
saw things we have never seen. Every day of the tour was a real joy. I tried to write a top review on
trip advisor but I couldn't find your company. I would be delighted to do so. My husband and I
learned so much the few days we spent there. All three guides and the three drivers were very open
about the country's history and the situation today. Thank you again
Denise -

Rimas, I have to tell you the trip to Lithuania via Vytis Tours was spectacular. The itinerary, guides
and hotels were great. I look forward to the day I book my next trip with you.
Richard Stellman -

Hi Rimas, I am having a wonderful trip and cannot thank you enough for this most lovely experience!
Our tour guide is exceptional and has done an outstanding job guiding us through Gruziai and
Kaunas with fascinating and educational information. Would you be so kind as to tell me what
amount is usual to give to the guide and the driver upon completion of our trip? Thank you,
Sheila Mollica -

Labas Rimas! I wanted to follow up on our trip to Lithuania. It far exceeded our expectations. It was
wonderful having our own personal driver and tour guides. We were impressed by their
professionalism and friendliness. We miss them already. The hotels were so conveniently located and
found them to be really good choices. The itinerary itself was well paced and we saw so many
interesting sights. We were so fortunate to visit Kaunas where my father lived and where he went to
high school. Our hotel was right next to the high school. In Palanga I got to see the area where my
grandparents had their summer cabin before the Soviets tore it down. It was nice to see the park
and the street that had my name (Birute)! In Vilnius we also found information on my grandfather
who was deported to Siberia. There were so many moving moments. Also, the book that you sent to
me on Lithuania was an excellent one. We are still reading it! Thank you for working with me to
make this trip a memorable one.
Birute Winberry -

Comments: Hello! I just got back last week from your Grand Tour of Lithuania trip. It was the

absolute trip of a lifetime for my sister and I. We had a magical trip. Lithuania is a beautiful
wonderful country. Our tour guide Deja Byautiene and our driver, Vytis from BTC tour company
were absolutely fabulous. Both of them went above and beyond for us during our trip. Deja truly
conveyed the beauty and wonder that is Lithuania. Vytis was not only our driver but assisted us with
uncovering the rest of the story that in our family has been a bit of a mystery. They were
professional, enthusiastic and went above and beyond. Thank you this trip was the trip of a lifetime
and we have shared it with our mother who longed to see Lithuania through pictures and the
internet. Thank you again
Melanie Mars -

Thank you so much for our outstanding tour. The sk flights were flawless and our guides and driver
wonderful! Lithuania is a beautiful place to visit and we will tell all our friends who travel. The
accommodations were excellent. Please use us as references.
Margaret ierley -

Remis There are not any words to describe the great time we had going to Lithuania The Airline, the
Tour Guide, The bus driver, all the hotels, the food and the itinerary was outstanding!! I have tried
to call serveral times but have not been able to reach you. Even the group of folks were great.
Everybody got along. So thanks for putting it together and be sure to let the other people that made
this happen that the St Alphonsus group could not have been more pleased. We will contact you
again.
Pat and Johanna Byrne -

Hi, Rimas, My sister and I got back from our two-week Lithuania trip Wednesday night, and we both
wanted to say thanks. It was a great trip -- we saw everything we hoped, and our guide and driver
tracked down our grandmother's birthplace for us. It was very moving. The hotels were comfortable
and modern, and we saw a nice mix of city, country, and resorts. Please let me know if there's a
particular website you'd like me to post a positive review of Vytis Tours on.
Cynthia Blair -

Good morning Rimas and Rita ~~ My husband and I wanted to thank you for your assistance on our
tour of the Baltic Capitals Plus. Everything worked out so beautifully, there was not even one hitch
either at the hotels, the tour buses or the tour guides. In fact, the tour guides were outstanding. The
extra days at the Amberton Hotel afforded us the convenience of so many things to see, and it was
well within walking distance to Old Town and the fantastic amber shops (which I fully took
advantage of). The Sunday we transferred to join the tour at the Radisson Blu Lietuva was a breeze

for us. Rimas, I especially want to thank you for re-booking our flight out of St. Petersburg when
Lufthansa Airlines went on strike. It would have been a nightmare for me as the hotel Radisson
Sonya did not have a public computer to use, I don't carry a laptop, and Lufthansa was not
answering their phones. We thank you, thank you, thank you!! You can be sure that we'll highly
recommend you and Vytis Tours to one and all. Best regards ~~
Ana & Don Olinger -

Rimas, I have returned from my Baltic Tour. This was a fantastic tour that I would recomment to
anyone. If you have a travel benefit through your work with Vytis Tours consider the tour that I did.
The tour guide, Janis, was impressive. The bus was clean and comfortable and the hotels, all
Radisson Blu, were world class. You should feel good about selling this tour to any of your clients in
the future. Thanks for your help!!!!
Steve McNamara Salt Lake City, Utah -

Dear Rimas, You are the best agent I have ever worked with (and I have worked with many). While I
will still contact you with some last minute requests, we will probably not meet this time around. But
some day we will meet! I wish the very best to you and the people close to you. And thank you for
everything you have done to help both me and the Estonian Embassy.
Jüri Luik, Ambassador of Estonia -

Hello Rimas, I just wanted to let you know that the Tour of the Grand Baltics than Nijole Snow and I
took in August was wonderful! The arrangements that you made for us in Riga, Latvia, were
seamless. The driver was there to meet us when we got off the plane from Stockholm and was very
polite. When we were leaving for Prague, the driver came a little early, which was fine. The airline
flights were all fine, too. Again, thanks for the comfortable arrangements that you made for us.
Brenda Hager -

Many thanks to you for planning a lovely trip for us to the Baltic Republics earlier this month.
J&J -

My husband, cousin and I had the most wonderful trip!! We looked forward to our trip thinking we'd
enjoy seeing the sights but never did we realize we'd be so affected. The spirit of the Lithuanian
people is amazing!! The tour guide, Ronda was informative, fun AND patient with the
Elena Maclean -

